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Background. The necessity for more effective therapies for chronic osteoarticular diseases has led to the development of treat-
ments based on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), the natural precursors of musculoskeletal tissue. Treatments with autologous
MSCs yielded excellent results, with nearly 70% improvement of pain and disability in osteoarthritis and degenerative disc disease.
Using allogeneic MSCs is logistically more convenient and would widen the pool of eligible patients, but potential immune rejection
should be considered. In this context, MSCs are purportedly immune evasive and better tolerated than other cell types.
Methods. We used samples collected during the performance of 2 randomized clinical trials using allogeneic bone marrow
MSCs for treatment of osteoarthritis (NCT01586312) and degenerative disc disease (NCT01860417). Serum samples were used
to determine anti-HLA antibodies, whereas either blood or MSC samples were used for HLA typing of recipients and donors,
respectively. Algofunctional indexes were used as indicators of clinical evolution, and the correlation between the number of do-
nor-host HLAmismatches and the efficacy of treatment was determined.Results. Immune response was weak and transient,
with reactivity decaying during the first year. Consistently, better donor-recipient HLA matching did not enhance efficacy.
Conclusions. This lack of reactivity is presumably due to the cooperation of 2 factors, (1) downregulation of the host immune
responses by the transplanted MSCs and (2) effective insulation of these cells inside the articular cavity or the intervertebral disc,
respectively. Interestingly, better HLAmatching did not enhance efficacy. These observations havemedical relevance as they sup-
port the clinical use of allogeneic cells, at least as a single-dose administration. Multiple-dose applications will require further research
to exclude possible sensitization.

(Transplantation Direct 2017;3: e205; doi: 10.1097/TXD.0000000000000724. Published online 17 August, 2017.)
The necessity for more effective treatments for chronic
osteoarticular diseases has led to the development of

therapies with mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), the natural
precursors of musculoskeletal tissues. Treatment with au-
tologous MSCs yielded excellent results, with nearly 70%
improvement of pain and disability when used for degener-
ative disc disease (DDD)1 and knee osteoarthritis.2 The use
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of cheaper and more logistically convenient allogeneicMSCs
would widen the pool of eligible patients, but the drawback
of potential for immune rejection should be considered. With
regard to the latter concern, MSCs are purportedly immune
evasive and better tolerated than other cell types,3-5 and
no serious adverse effects have been reported for alloge-
neic MSC treatments in more than 1000 cell-transplanted
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TABLE 1.

Recipient and donor HLA typing and anti-HLA antibodies

CT PAT. NO. Recipient HLA typing Donor HLA typing Mismatchesa
Anti-HLA antibodies cPRA (%)

and alleles listb
Anti-HLA antibodies 12-18

months laterc

Knee 3 A*11,24; B*18,52;
DRB1*15,16;

A*03, 24; B*35, 35;
DRB1*08, 12;

5 (0) (0)

Knee 4 A*02,03; B*15(71),
44; DRB1*11,15;

A*03, 24; B*35, 35;
DRB1*08, 12;

5 (0) (4)
A*31; B*13,72;

Knee 5 A*03,-; B14(65),44;
DRB1*04,13;

A*03, 24; B*35, 35;
DRB1*08, 12;

5 (0) (0)

Knee 7 A*29,31; B*08,45;
DRB1*03(17),11;

A*03, 24; B*35, 35;
DRB1*08, 12;

6 (54)
A*03, 24, 68; B*15(71,75,77), 35;

(0)

Knee 10 A*24,69; B*18,40;
DRB1*08,13;

A*11, 11; B*35, 44;
DRB1*01, 07;

6 (0) (0)

Knee 12 A*02,24; B*37,44;
DRB1*07,10;

A*11, 11; B*35, 44;
DRB1*01, 07;

4 (0) (0)

Knee 13 A*02,-; B*51,-;
DRB1*04,13;

A*11, 11; B*35, 44;
DRB1*01, 07;

6 (73)
A*01, 11; B*13, 15(76), 27, 37, 40(60, 61),

41, 44, 45, 47, 49, 50, 57, 67, 82;

(53)
B*13,40,41,44,45,47,

49,50,76,82;
Knee 15 A*02,26; B*38,44;

DRB1*13,15;
A*11, 11; B*35, 44;

DRB1*01, 07;
5 (0) (0)

Knee 16 A*03,24; B18,44;
DRB1*09,11;

A*11, 11; B*35, 44;
DRB1*01, 07;

5 (0) (0)

Knee 19 A*02,-; B*15,51,-;
D26; DRB1*01,13;

A*01, 03; B*44, 49;
DRB1*04, 13;

5 (0) (0)

Knee 20 A*02,29; B*44,-;
DRB1*04,07;

A*01, 03; B*44, 49;
DRB1*04, 13;

4 (0) (0)

Knee 25 A*01,32; B*08,14;
DRB1*01,03(17);

A*01, 03; B*44, 49;
DRB1*04, 13;

5 (0) (0)

Knee 26 A*02,11; B*18,35;
DRB1*08,14;

A*01, 03; B*44, 49;
DRB1*04, 13;

6 (0) (0)

Knee 30 A*01,24; B*08,35;
DRB1*03(17),13;

A*01, 03; B*44, 49;
DRB1*04, 13;

4 Not tested Not tested

Disc 3 A*11,29; B*18,35;
DRB1*04,07;

A*02,29; B*44,-;
DRB1*15,16;

5 (0) Not tested

Disc 5 A*24,32; B*27,35;
DRB1*13,15;

A*02,-; B*35,51;
DRB1*07,11;

5 (0) Not tested

Disc 9 A*31,66; B*07,41;
DRB1*15,16;

A*02,32; B*18,-;
DRB1*08,15;

5 (0) Not tested

Disc 12 A*02,68; B*35,53;
DRB1*04,13;

A*02,-; B*35,51;
DRB1*07,11;

4 (0) Not tested

Disc 16 A*02,26; B*44,55;
DRB1*11,14;

A*02,-; B*35,51;
DRB1*07,11;

4 (0) Not tested

Disc 17 A*02,-; B*44,-;
DRB1*08,11;

A*02,-; B*35,51;
DRB1*07,11;

3 (0) Not tested

Disc 19 A*02,26; B*15(62), 49;
DRB1*01,11;

A*03,29; B*44,55;
DRB1*03(17),14;

6 (0) Not tested

Disc 21 A*02,-; B*27,41;
DRB1*03(17),13;

A*03,29; B*44,55; 6;
DRB1*03(17),14;

5 (61)
A23,24,25,32;B13,38,49,
51,52,53,57,58,59,63,77

Not tested

Disc 24 A*03,33; B*14(64), 35;
DRB1*07,15;

A*03,29; B*44,55;
DRB1*03(17),14;

5 (0) Not tested

Samples from NCT01586312 and NCT01860417 clinical trials.

SSO HLA typing was performed using Luminex technology (Immucor). HLA alleles coinciding in recipient and donor are underlined; alleles coinciding in donor and anti-HLA antibodies are in bold face.
a Number of HLA mismatches; only A, B and DRB1 alleles were considered.
b Anti-HLA alloantibodies were determined 1 to 6 months after intervention by single antigen bead via Luminex (Immucor). Reactivity is expressed as calculated Panel Reactive Antibodies (cPRA), as a percentage,
followed by the list of alleles.
c A second determination was performed 12 to 18 months after the intervention with 13 patients of the knee trial.

CT, clinical trial, either treatment of knee osteoarthritis (knee) or DDD (disc); PAT. NO., patient number; SSO, sequence-specific oligonucleotide.
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FIGURE 1. Correlation between pain relief and the number of HLA
mismatches. Data from 2 randomized trials, MSC treatments of osteo-
arthritis (triangles) and DDD (inverted triangles), were pooled. Pain was
measured with the Visual Analogue Scale and is quantified as relative
pain relief, (pain at baseline minus pain 1 year after the intervention)/
(pain at baseline), and expressed as percentage. The number of mis-
matches between alleles A, B and DRB1 included values from 3 to 6
in our cohort, gathering 23 patients from both the osteoarthritis and
the DDD trials. The red line was adjusted using the least squares
method. Note that pain improvement happened in all the values
above the blue dotted line. Variation among the values obtained with
the 4, 5, and 6 mismatches was not significantly greater than that ex-
pected by chance (ANOVA, P = 0.53). ANOVA, analysis of variance.
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patients6,7; however, immune responses have not been stud-
ied in detail. Here we provide the data on HLA donor-host
matching and recipient HLA sensitization results from 2 dif-
ferent clinical trials, and we establish a parallel to the clini-
cal and functional outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We used samples collected during 2 randomized clinical
trials that tested the use of allogeneic bone marrow MSCs
in the treatment of osteoarthritis (NCT01586312)6 and
DDD (NCT01860417).7 Stored serum samples were used
to determine anti-HLA antibodies, while blood samples were
used for HLA typing of the hosts. Typing of the donors was
performed using the retention samples collected during MSC
manufacturing in both trials. The clinical results of the trials,
including algofunctional indices and quantitative magnetic
resonance imaging, were used for analysis. The human inves-
tigations were performed with informed consent and were
preceded by local institutional review board approval.

RESULTS

Data on sensitization by allogeneic MSC infusion are
scarce, with less than 100 patients studied in 3 different clin-
ical trials.8-10 In all the cases, sensitization was poor, affected
to only 5% to 30% of the patients, and no associated safety
events were observed. Our new results come from prolonged
follow-up in 2 different clinical trials6,7 and are summarized
in Table 1. Table 1 compares the allelic HLA composition
of recipients and donors for 23 patients that were treated
with allogeneic MSC and computes the number of mis-
matches (from 3 to 6 in our cohort). The titers of anti-HLA
antibodies in sera 1 to 6 months after the intervention and
12 to 18 months after intervention are also tabulated.

We could detect specific anti-HLA antibodies targeted to
alleles present in the donor in only 2 of the 13 patients
assessed during the knee osteoarthritis trial (Table 1). In
these patients (patients 7 and 13), the reactivity decreased
with time. The specific HLA reactivity also decreased during
the first year in one of the previous reports.10 In the disc trial,
the serum reactivity againstMSCs was even smaller, and spe-
cific antibodies were not detected in any of the 9 patients
tested. One patient (patient 21) displayed antibodies against
antigenic determinants that were not present in the MSC do-
nor. Finally, of 13 control patients analyzed, only 1 was pos-
itive for HLA antibodies.

DISCUSSION

The influence of HLA mismatches on renal graft survival
has been questioned recently.11-13 However, an extensive
study with 189 184 patients demonstrated that every mis-
match cumulatively increases the probability of rejection by
a modest 13%.14 In our cohort, MSC treatment improved
pain for 17 of the 23 patients studied here and the relative ef-
ficacy was (mean ± SEM) 32 ± 10%, a value significantly dif-
ferent from 0 (P < 0.005, t test). To study the effects of HLA
mismatch, we represented the relative pain improvement
against the number of mismatches (Figure 1). The theoreti-
cal expectations would be that the pain improvement would
decrease with the number of mismatches. In contrast, pain
improvement appeared to increase with increasingMSC-host
mismatch, although the mean improvement values obtained
with 4, 5, and 6 mismatches were not significantly different .

In conclusion, our results indicate that real-life immune re-
sponses to allogeneic MSC treatments of knee osteoarthritis
and DDD are weak. This is probably due to the cooperation
of 2 factors: (i) down regulation of the immune responses by
the ownMSCs and (ii) effective insulation of these cells inside
the articular cavity or the intervertebral disc, respectively.
Consistently, it seems that HLA matching does not enhance
the efficacy of the treatment. These observations have medi-
cal relevance, as they support clinical use of allogeneic cells
not matching to the recipient, at least as a single-dose admin-
istration. Multiple-dose applications will require further re-
search to exclude possible sensitizations.
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